Replacement Instructions for SW-23 SINK FITTING KIT

Tools Required: Slip Joint Pliers, knife, flathead screwdriver, gloves, and shop towel.

1. **Unplug the SmartWasher from the power source.**
2. Use the slip joint pliers to unscrew the nozzle and female valve from the sink.
3. Locate the black tee connector on the underside of the sink directly below the nozzle connection. Grab tee connector and pull down. It may be necessary to tap on fitting on the top of the sink to release the tee connector.
4. To the left of the tee connector and pinch clamp, use a sharp knife to cut the brush tubing away from the fitting. ***See Diagram***
5. Disconnect the sink tubing from the base by releasing the metal rings on the quick connect coupling. Discard old sink fitting kit.
6. On the new sink fitting kit, remove the gray female valve and set aside. Remove the small adjustable clamp and feed onto the brush tubing.
7. Apply a small amount of OzzyJuice the opening of the brush tubing. Firmly push the brush tubing onto the hose barb of the new sink fitting kit (left side) until the connection is secure. Do not bend or twist the tubing because this can cause the hose barb to break. Once tubing is attached, slide the adjustable clamp to the section of hose that covers the hose barb and tighten using the flathead screwdriver.
8. Insert the plug into the quick connect coupling on the base. Push metal rings toward the base to lock into place.
9. Insert the gray 2” nipple (located in top portion of the tee connector) into the spin weld from underneath the sink until the thread is showing in the top of the sink. Attach the gray female valve from the top side of the sink to the nipple and hand tighten. Fully tighten with slip joint pliers by turning an additional ¼ turn.
10. Remove the old female valve from the sink nozzle and discard. Attach the sink nozzle to the new female valve in the sink. The inner tuning is the nozzle should go into the bushing in the female valve. Press nozzle firmly to valve to snap into place.
11. Double check to make sure each fitting is securely fastened. Plug unit into power source and test.

If you have any questions about these procedures or if your SmartWasher is configured differently than described in these instructions, PLEASE CALL CHEMFREE CUSTOMER SERVICE AT 1-800-521-7182 or visit us on the web at [www.chemfree.com](http://www.chemfree.com) for more detailed instructions, including instructional videos.